Directions from the Fairmont Hotel Macdonald to the University Campus CCIS Building
1. Head north from the hotel entrance to the underground pedway marked “Telus Plaza Tunnel”

2. Follow the pedway until you reach the Central LRT Station Entrance.

3. Stay left and enter the Central LRT Station.
Here you can buy your LRT ride tickets. One way is $3.20. Day pass is $9.00 and a pack of 10 individual ride tickets is $24.00

Note: Individual tickets are already marked with date and time of expiration. Multiple tickets acquired in advance must be validated upon entering a station.

Proceed down the escalators and wait for the train that is heading in the direction of “Century Park”. Get off at “University Station”.
Exit the train area using the “89 Avenue – Dentistry/Pharmacy Centre” exit.

Follow the pedway to “89 Avenue North” Exit.
Exit outside and follow the PACT signs – keeping to your right on the pathway.
You will reach a large, grassy area on campus called the “Quad” – keep walking north and you will see the CCIS building bordering the north end.

You made it! Enjoy PACT 2014!